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Throughout this paper x = (x1x2,. . . ,x,,) is a point in Euclidean 
,fz-space, Y = 1x1 is the distance to the origin and Au denotes the gz-dimen- 
sional Laplacian. The abbreviation 
is used, so that the inequality of the title becomes Au > J(u, u*). Our 
considerations center about the behavior of 24 as Y -+ W, though the same 
methods can be used near any isolated singularity. 
Many of the results depend on the trivial observation that if Au > jp*), 
and Av < f(v*), then u - u cannot have an interior maximum. (\Vhen 
j E: Lip (1) it suffices to have AZ! < f(z~*).) The main part of the discussion 
consists, of course, in constructing a suitable family {zlC) and studying its 
interaction with U. 
Each theorem has a dual: if existence of a family {zjC) implies that u 
has a certain property, then a counteresample to that property shows 
that there can be no such family {zqC}. Properties of {ztc} ensuring that 1.1 
satisfies a Liouville theorem, has a finite singularity, and so on, are clear 
from the analysis. We have not esploited the duality because it was 
sufficiently emphasized in the paper [8], to which the present discussion 
is a sequel. 
For simplicity, many theorems are not stated in the full generality 
implied by the proof. As a specific illustration, consider the following 
assertions concerning functions, ZL, differentiable in the whole space: 
* The preparation of this paper was sponsored by the Offxx of Naval 
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THEOREM A. Szq!$ose there is a sequeme ci + Of such that for every 
seqzcence tii + 00 we h.ave 
lim sup (zli/ci) f(ui,ci) > 0. 
i-NC0 
Then the conditions Au > f(u, u*), u = O(r), imply that ZJ is bounded above. 
This result is essentially equivalent to a result stated previously [14] ; 
its proof is similar to that of the second part of Theorem XII. Now, in 
the present paper we would simplify the statement to the following 
somewhat weaker form : 
THEOREM B. Su#pose there is an E > 0 such that 
in the x-set where simultaneously 0 < u* < E, u > l/s. Then the condition 
u = O(r) implies that u is bomded above. 
This replaces the lim sup by lim inf and the particular sequence ci 
by an arbitrary sequence. Although our statements are in the B-form 
most of the proofs lead to the A-form. Because of the side conditions 
0 < u* -=c E, u > l/s even the B form applies to more general f than 
f = 21*/u. Further generalization is achieved by letting u = d(v) as 
in Sec. III. 
Summary. In Sec. II we show that Liouville’s theorem holds when 
f(z.4, u*) = u(u*)“‘(“-‘) where the constant a is positive for n > 3 but 
unrestricted for n = 2. This result is used in Sets. III, IV to study entire 
solutions, that is, solutions valid in the whole space. General theorems 
for f(u, u*) yield specific criteria (divergence of a certain integral) for 
f(u) g(u*) and f(u) + (u*)~~(u), and these in turn yield sharpened forms 
of known theorems [l-7] when f(u, u*) = f(u). 
Having indicated the use of the Liouville theorem, we sharpen it as 
follows. Let 
Au > - (u*)“@-iJh(ti*) or Au > (u*)~‘(“-~)~(zL*) 
for n = 2 and n > 3, respectively. Subject to mild regularity conditions 
on the positive function h, the precise criterion for a Liouville theorem is 
the divergence of 
dP h(P) 
h(P) P 1% Pm Or p dP n n 
respectively. When the integrals converge, there is a bounded nonconstant 
solution 24. 
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One has an intuitive feeling that a Liouville theorem is a more 
demanding condition than a maximum principle ; and the foregoing 
integrals enable us to put this feeling into quantitative terms. For ar- 
bitrary n let 
Llu 3 - g(u*) 
where s(p) is positive, continuous, and increasing near /I = 0 ‘~. The 
precise condition for u. to satisfy the strong maximum principle is that* 
5 dP -* E!(P) 0 
Not only does the maximum principle hold in this case, but when the 
integral converges there is always a counterexample. Comparison with 
the foregoing criteria shows the sense in which a Liouville theorem is 
more delicate than a maximum principle. 
To place the foregoing results in a broader contest we consider tllr 
equation 
Llu > n(~u*)b u, b constant. 
For 12 = 2 let u be negative. Then when b < 2 there are nonconstant 
bounded solutions; when b = 2 every solution which is O(log log V) is 
constant; when b > 2 every solution which is O(log I) is constant. 
The case n > 3 requires a > 0, which we assume. Then the growth 
condition implying that an entire solution u is constant is zc = O(7,) where 
2’ equals 
+ - b)/(l- bj, pry1 - n anything 
for the range, respectively, 
I’,< 1, b = 1, 1 < b < n/(u - 1). 
On the other hand when b > n/(n - 1) the growth of an entire solution 
cannot be too rapid. The upper limit to the growth is %I = O(71) where 
7’ equals 
1, log r* ,,(b - Yi/!b - 1) 
for the range, respectively, 
n/(n - 1) < b < 2, b = 2, 0 > 2. 
1 Actually, the analogous statement is true for a class of operators L(U) 
slightly more general than the weakly definite operators of [S]. The Lipschitz 
condition of order 1 can be replaced by a modulus of continuity g(p), having 
the indicated properties, in Theorem 5’ of [8]. See [l lj 
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In particular, when n/in - 1) < b < 2 the equation has nonconstant 
entire solutions but no unbounded entire solutions. (Thus we have a sort 
of “anti-Liouville” theorem.) 
In the same framework one can assert that the maximum modulus, 
m(r), has a regular asvmptotic behavior as Y --too. Results in this direction 
are given in Sec. I%, whereas the Phragmen-Lindelof theorems occupy 
Sets. VII and VIII. The “best possible” statements (given in Sets. VII, 
VIII) are somewhat sharper than those mentioned in this brief summary. 
II. A SIMPLE LIOUVILLE THEOREM 
We now prove: 
THEOREM I. Let u be a differentiable function ila the whole @ace, with 
sup .u = m < co. Suppose there is a positive E such that 
Au > - (l/&)(u*)2 (n = 2) 
Au > E(u*)“/(” ~~ l) (n z 3) 
i+z the ,Y set where simultaneousl? 
m--s<u<m, 0 < ad* < c. 
If inf u < m we can translate and change scalei to make u < m for 
jr/ < 2. With V(Y) = log log Y, the function u - czj attains a maximum 
for 2 < Y < bo provided the positive constant c is sufficiently small. 
At the point in question 
Au < cAv = - c(v*)~ = - c-~(u*)~ 
since .u* = cv* at the maximum, and since Av = - iv*)” for Y > 1. 
By choosing c sufficiently small we can make u as close to m as desired; 
and c < E ensures u* < E, I/c > l/e. Since v* > 0 we have u* > 0, u < m, 
at the maximum of u - cv, so that the proof for n = 2 is complete. 
When n > 3 it is convenient to suppose E > n - 1, as we may by 
change of scale. If inf at< m a translation ensures 21 < m for r < 6, 
6 > 0. 1!?e define a family of functions v, b! 
, 
v,(r) = I [I log (c/‘r)ji - n dr, d<Y<C, 
i 
1 Or, note that u satisfies the maximum principle, as in the proof of Theorem IV. 
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and note that ~~(6) = 0, V, - cu as Y + c -, and that ~1~ + 0 on an\; 
fixed interval (6, r,), as c---f oi). It follows that u --- V, assumes a maximurn 
at a value x,, with Y, = /x,1 > 6, if c is large. Since 
311, = (n - l)(z!,*)w”- ‘1 
there will be a contradiction to the hypothesis prolidetl 
m - & < 14 < )Il) 0 < r,* < F 
at s,. The only nontrivial inequality is r’C * < E, which can be proved as 
in Theorem VI below. (Actually the discussion is even simpler in the 
present case, since the curve of zlC’ versus r is con\~ex.j 
The following weakened form of Theoretn I is mentioned because 
it has many applications, and is especially easy to establish: 
COROLL~RI 1. Let ,t4. be a differerttiable fwzctiotz. zkth sup at = FVZ. 
Suppose there is an F > 0 such that Au > F u* in the x set where sim- 
dtaneousl~~ 
m - c’ C 21 C m, 0 < u* < t. 
To prove this without use of Theorem I let 
so that z!“(v) is continuous for Y > 0. It is easily verified that each term 
satisfies As < EV* for 7 > 0 and, since (v + w)* = ,I<* + W* for increasing 
functions of Y, the inequality also holds for II itself. Since zl* > 0 but v* 
is bounded for Y > 1, the proof proceeds by considering cv as in the case 
n = 2 of Theorem I. 
The function 
u = tan-’ (log log v~) 
shows that Theorem I becomes false if the inequality is replaced by 
Au > - (u*)P (~2 = 2j 
where p is any constant smaller than 2. The function u = - r” for 
a = 2 - n + b shows that the theorem is false for n 3 3 if the inequality 
is replaced by 
Ill4 > (u*)p 
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where p is any constant larger than n/(72 - 1). (Thus the exponent ~5 = 1 
of Corollary 1 is the best that can be chosen independently of (1.) Later 
we shall see, nevertheless, that Theorem I can be considerably sharpened. 
4s is well known, one can find a function f(x) continuous and positive 
on - 00 < Y < 60 such that the inequality 
Au > f(x), n 23, 
has a nonconstant bounded solution u, valid in the whole space. This 
fact lends interest to the following remark: 
COROLLARY 1. Let f(u) and g(u) be continuous and positive, let u be 
differentiable, and let 
Au 2 f(u) whenever 0 < u* < g(u). 
If u is bounded above, thelt 2~ is constant. 
The requirement that f(u) be positive everywhere is essential when 
11 > 8; thus, 24 = tan-lr* satisfies 
Au > 2(n - 4) cos* 24. 
III. ENTIRE SOLUTIONS WHEN 12 = 2 - 
An entire solution of Au > f(u, u*) is a function which satisfies the 
inequality in the whole space. If u = y(v), where y” exists and y’ > 0, 
the stated inequality for u yields another of the same type for v: 
Av > f(y,y’v> _ y” @,*)’ 
y ’ Y’ . 
When y(v) + co as v + m -, the condition sup u = w implies sup v = m; 
and thus, the foregoing results can be used. This observation gives a 
systematic method of proving theorems about entire solutions. The 
following statement uses less than the full force of Theorem I, but is 
adequate for our purpose: 
THEOREM II. Let f(u, p)/p* be a ,nonilzcveasing function of p > 0 for 
all sufficiently large u, but bounded below when fi is small and u ranges over 
compact sets. Then every nonconstaxt solution of 
Au B f(u> u*)> n = 2, 
has a singularity at some finite point, if one solution u(x) = u(xi) of 
Au < f(u, M*) 
has a siqularity such that 
16(X1) 4 co, u’(q) > 0, as X1-+1 -. 
Ry Theorem I it suffices to show that every entire solution is bounded 
above. According to the hypothesis there is a function y = y(z)) such that 
?,” < f(y7 v’jr y’ > 0, y” co i2) 
nearzl=l-. WeextendytoO<zl<lsothaty+--asz~-+O+, 
,,” exists, and y’ > 0. If II is the (purported) unbounded entire solution, 
the substitution u = y(z)) yields an entire bounded 2’. With $ = EI* > 0 
the inequality (1) becomes 
.Jv >, p2y’[(py’j-2f(Y, Py’j - (Y’jF2f(Y, Y’). 
ii we use (2), as we may for u large. For 0 < fi < I the result is An! >- 0. 
50 that 11 5 1 by Theorem I. 
If f(u,$)/p2 is increasing the theorem is no longer true. For example, 
Au > (u*)4[1 + (f&*)2 + 2GP1 
has the entire solution u = ~“14, and yet the opposite inequality has the 
solution (1 - x1)-l, valid as x1+ 1 -. 
By choosing f so that the ordinary differential equation 
is separable, linear, or otherwise trivial, one gets specific results with 
the greatest ease. We mention two examples, because a large literature 
has been devoted to the case f(u, u*) G f(u): 
COROLLARY 1. Let f(u) > 0, let g($)/pn he positizle hut nonincreasi~l~ 
for p > 0, and suppose the iMegrals 
: 
F(Y) = f(t)& I i, 
are such that their derivatioes equal the integrands. I/ 
02 
5 
dY 
G-l[F(y)j < co 
0 
then eoery entire solution of Au > f(u) g(u*) is constalct. 
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U’hen g(p) 3 1 the criterion reduces to the well-known condition 
(4) 
for the equation dzl > f(u); see [l]-[7]. However, these discussions, 
all assume that f is positive, continuous and increasing, and some require 
that f be convex besides. 
Since a solution of y” = f(y, y’) is also a solution of Au > f(u, u*) 
our conditions are sometimes sufficient as well as necessary for an entire 
solution. In Corollary 1, for example, let 
? 
F(y) = f(t)dt < CG. 1 --co 
Since the divergence of the integral (3) implies also the divergence of 
0 
dy 
G-l[F(y)j ’ 
the function y defined implicitly by 
is a nonconstant entire solution of Ay = f(y)g(y*). Thus we have: 
COROLLARY 2. Let the hypothesis of Corollary 1 hold, and let 
H(y) = f(t)dt < co. 
I -02 
Then Au > f(a) g(u*) has a nonconstant entire solution if and only if 
a. 
5 
dy 
G-1[H(y)j = m’ 
0 
Another equation which has been studied previously [lo] and which 
specializes to Au > f(u) is 
Au > f(u) + g(4(~*)2. (6) 
INEQUALITY Au 3 /(a, Igradu,) 
The following result leads to (4) again, when g = 0: 
COROLL.-\RI' 3. Let f(u) be >, 0, let g(u) be bounded belozo on compact 
sets. nrld let f alzd g be the derivatives of their integrals. Define 
1 * G(u) = exp - g(t)& , 
il I ib 
F(U) = f(t) GV)dt. 
s 
0 
then every entire solution of (6) is colzstant. 
IV. ENTIRE SOLUTIONS FOR n >, 2 
Theorem II is not valid for n > 2, as is shown by the example 
,424 > (u*)*(n - q/z. 
This inequality has the entire solution u = log (1 + 9) and yet the 
opposite inequality is satisfied by zf = Z/(1 - -vi) near x1 =y 1 -.- Ain 
appropriate form of Theorem II for n 2 3 is: 
THEOREM III. Let f(u, ;~)/p”/(“-~) 3 g(u, fi) be a nonincreasing /MC- 
lion of p > 0 for all sufficiently large u, but positive for all u. Suppose 
further that g(u, p) is bounded away from 0 when u ranges over compact 
sets and p is small. If there is a constant A such that the problem 
!,” < A f(y, ,I’), .1” < A f(v, y’) (7) 
has a solution with y’ > 0, y --* 00 as .V -+ 1 -, th.en every entire solution oj 
is constant. 
‘AU > f(u, u*), IL > 2 
By Theorem I it suffices to show that every entire solution is bounded. 
As in the proof of Theorem II we extend y so that u = I yields an 
entire solution. The inequality (1) can be written 
.Iv > g(y, y’p)(y’)l@-l) pn”“- l) - A f(y, y’)(y’)-‘ p” 
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where # 3 w* and where we have used y” < A f (y, y’), as we may near 
2’=1--. If p < 1 the decreasing character of g(~, p) gives 
Av > f(r9 Y’) yI (@Cm- 1) _ A $2) 
and the desired conclusion follows from Theorem I. 
For purposes of the following corollary we say that f(zc) has Property P, 
if there is a constant a > 0 such that 
when u is large. The function has Property P, if the same is true, with 
the inequality reversed. 
COROLLARY. Let f(u) be coxtinuom and positive for all u, and have 
property P,. Suppose g(p)/p”‘@- l) is continuous, positive and nonincreasirtg 
for p > 0, and is bounded away from 0 for small p. Let p/g(p) have 
Property P,. If (3) holds then every entire solution of Au > f(a) g(u*) is 
constant. 
The function y(xJ defined by (5) satisfies the first condition (7) and 
has the desired asymptotic behavior. To verify the second condition we 
must show that 
A f(Y) 2 P/g(P) (for y > 1) 
where p = y’. This in turn will hold if 
where a1 and a2 are the constants associated with Properties P, and P2. 
Since F(y) = G(p) the condition reduces to 
P/Y 2 a2/V4 
which is true for large y, since (3) makes P/y + b;) (cf. [4]). 
Inasmuch as Property P, is evident when f is increasing, this result 
contains those of [I]- [7]. A somewhat weaker version of Theorem III, 
which follows from Corollary 1, Theorem I, is sufficient for the case 
AH 2 f(4 
V. THE MAIN LIOUVILLE THEOREM FOR 12 = 2 
At the cost of added complication in statement and proof, one can 
give a sharper form of Theorem I, n = 2: 
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THEOREM IV. Let u be differentiable in the whole plane, with sup u = m, 
and let E be positive. Suppose 
Au > - (u*)” A@*), ,& z 2 
ix the x-set where simulta~aeously 
na-eF<Zlm, 0 < u* < E. 
Let h(p) be positive avzd of class C(l) for p > 0. Suppose there is a constant 
a < 1, and a consta?lt b, sztch that 
h(P) W~WP)l” decreases, h(P) UWIP)l-b kcveases 
fo7 0 < p < 1 - a. If 
then ,u = m. 
When h(p) = l/s we get Theorem I again. The interest of Theorem IV 
is that it admits a converse: 
THEOREM V. Let h(p) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem IV, except 
that the integral (8) conzlerges. If E > 0, there is a xo?tconstant functiolz 
16 E 6’) satisfying 
Au > - (u*)2 h(u*), 
in the whole space. 
To prove Theorem IV we shall require a suitably-behaved solution 
of the inequality 
Av < - (zf*)2 h(v*) 
for all sufficiently large r. With ZJ = V(Y), the substitution 
v’ = (74-1, h(P) = W/P) 
makes the desired inequality equivalent to 
7.2’ > H(72). 
Because of the hypothesis on 12, we have 
H(7) = (log 7)b J(7) = (log Y)-a K(7) 
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where J is decreasing and K increasing for large Y. It will be found that 
the inequality is satisfied by 
2 = c H(r) log Y, where c > 2(1 - a)-‘. 
Indeed, we have 
rz’ = c Y log r[K(r)(logr)-“I’ + cH(r) 
> - a c K(log r)-” + c H(r) 
> 2 H(Y). 
(since K’ > 0) 
On the other hand, if Y is large then z > 1, since K is increasing and 
a<l. Hence 
H(rz) = [log (rz)lb J(rz) 
< [log (=)I6 J(r) 
= [log Y + log c + log J + (b + 1) log log rib J(r) 
= [I + Erlbfw 
where E,+ 0 as Y+ co. The inequality (9) holds as soon as (1 + E,)~ < 2. 
Going back to v we get the solution in the form 
I 
v. = V&) = 
i 
dr 
c H(r) Y log r 
ro 
where Y,, is sufficiently large and fixed. Divergence of the integral 
involving k implies divergence of the above integral, so that v-+ 00 as 
Y + 00. Thus, we can complete the proof as in Theorem I, the role taken 
by c log log r being now taken by v,(r). The fact that r > r,, causes no 
trouble; the maximum principle ensures zc < m throughout every circle 
if zl < m anywhere. 
Theorem V is established by use of the same function v, since v is 
bounded above when the integral converges. We have, for large I, 
YZ’ < c(b + 1)H 
and 
where ++O as r+ 00. Hence rz’ < H(rz) is ensured for large r if 
c(b + 1) -C 1. This fixes c. 
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If the function v(r) so obtained satisfies the inequality for Y 3 rl, 
then W(Y) = V(Y + rr) satisfies it for Y > 0. We have ZJ E Ct2) as function 
of r for r >, 0, so that u E Cf2) as a function of x for /x( > 0. 
It is easily verified that, as r--t 00, 
21’ > kr-1 (log r)-b- *, 2)” = o(Y-2) (10) 
where k is a positive constant. Hence we define 
u(r) = W(Y) + A (y b 1) 
U(Y) = Br2 + Cr4 P-G 1) 
where the constants A, B and C are so chosen that zc E CP). For Y < I 
we have 
Au = (4B + 16C) - 16C(l - y2) 
= (zd + w”) + 2(W) - w”)(l - r2) 
(111 
where ~1’ = v’( 1 + rJ, w” = ~“(1 + Ye). By (lo), it is clear that Au > 0 
for y1 large in (11); so that the desired differential inequality holds. 
Since v’ = 0(1/r), and since W(Y) tends uniformly to v(m) as yi- 03, 
the conditions 
/uj <E, u* <e 
are also verified as ~i-f 00. 
VI. THE MAIN LIOWILLE THEOREM FOR ?z 3 3 
Continuing our analysis of Theorem I, we state: 
THEOREM VI. Let u be differentiable in the zjhole n-space, with supu = m, 
and let E be positive. Suppose 
Au >, (u*)“I(” - I) h(u*) 
in the x-set where simultaneously 
m-e-cu21mm, 0 < u* < E. 
Let h(p) for p > 0 be positizfe, increasiq, of class C(l), and such that p-“h(p) 
decreases aear p = Of for some constant a. If 
then u s m. 
(11) 
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This theorem also admits a converse: 
THEOREM VII. Let h(p) E C (‘) be positive for p > 0, let p”h(p) be 
monotonic for some constant m and let the integral (11) converge. If it > 3 
and E > 0, there is a .>aonconstant function u E C@) satisfying 
Au > (u*)~‘(“- l) h(u*), ju( < F, u* < E 
in the whole n-space. 
The proof of Theorem VI requires a suitable family of solutions of the 
opposite inequality, 
dv < (~*)~l(“- l) h(v*). (12) 
The substitution v = V(Y), 
v’(r) = (my - *, H(p) = (n - I)-ih(p’-“) 
transforms (12) into 
YZ’ > - H(rz). 
The hypothesis on h implies that H(r) is decreasing and that 
I-I(Y) = Y--b K(Y) 
(13) 
where K(7) E C(l) and increases for r > r,,, say, and b is a positive constant. 
It will be found that (13) is satisfied for r 3 y0 by z = a log w, where 
a = min (l/2, l/b), w = 1 + x-lH(x)dx, 
.r r 
and c is a large constant. 
Substitution into (13) changes the latter to 
H(r) -=c a-l da H(rz). 
If 0 < z < 1 we have H(U) > H(r), so that the desired inequality holds 
whenever the positive constant a < 1. On the other hand if z > 1 the 
inequality is 
H(r) < a-l erla (YZ) -b K(rz). 
If Y > r0 then K(rz) > K(r); so that the inequality is satisfied provided 
1 < a-1 2-b eda 
This holds, since a < e/b. 
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The solution of (12) is 
ZJ = V,(Y) = 
s 
(ar log W)’ - ‘) dr 
to 
valid for r,, < Y < c. Now, divergence of the integral involtkg h implies 
divergence of 
5 
x-1 H(x) ds. 
Hence, Z’,(Y) - 0 as c---f 00 uniformly on any interval r0 < Y < ri. Moreover. 
ll,(rcJ = 0, and 21,(r) --, 00 as ~4 c -. 
Hence if sup u = m, but 24. < m in y < r,,, the function 21 - “~8,. 
attains a maximum at a point x,, with 21, = lx,1 > Y,,, provided c is suffi- 
ciently large. As c--, CQ the value of u at x, tends to m, so that z!,(Y~) + 0. 
The proof of Theorem VI is complete if we show also iI,* ---, 0. 
It is convenient to write y(r) s r!,*(r) = z],‘(r). Suppose (contrary to 
our wishes) that there is a positive constant k such that 
By the differential inequality (12), 
where d is a bound for Jz. (Since the conclusion involves h.(p) only for 
0 < p < E, we can redefine Iz to be bounded if it was not originally.) 
Denote by Y the solution of 
y’ = A(y)“/c”-u, Y(v,) = k. 
It is easily seen that ~1 > Y for Y, - 1 ,( Y < r,, provided r, - 1 > yo; 
and hence 
say, where b is a positive constant independent of c. This contradicts 
the fact that zl,(r,) ---t 0. 
On the other hand if rC < r0 + 1 we have z’~‘(T~) - 0 by inspection, 
since zc’-+ M in that case. 
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To prove Theorem VII define 
v = (rz)l - n dr, z = a + b x-l H(x)dx 
*o * 
where a and b are suitably chosen2 positive constants, and Y,, is sufficiently 
large. The inequality 7z’< - H(7z) is readily satisfied for 7 > yO, and 
construction of u from v proceeds as in the proof of Theorem V. Although 
Azl > 0 is not sufficient, the range 0 < 7 < 1 still causes no difficulty, 
if we note that It(O) = 0 and that 
v’ N (ar)l - n, ~“-a(1 - n)(ar)-” as Y-+co. 
VII. OMISSION OF THE CONDITION u* < E 
In Theorems I, IV, and VI it is important that the inequality is 
required only for 0 < u* < E. A hypothesis of form 
At6 > (u*)~, b>O 
becomes weaker as b increases, if ti* < 1; but if 2c* > 1, it becomes 
stronger as b increases. Thus, one would expect a somewhat different 
theorem if H* is unrestricted: 
THEOREM VIII. Let h(p) satisfy the hypollzesis of Theorem VI. Let 7” 
be constant and suppose 
Azc > (u*)~/(“- l) h(ti*), 9.2 3 2, 
for 7 > Yo. Then the maximum mod&s 
m(r) = sup21 for (XI=7 
is nonincreasing for 7 > ro, and there exists a Jordan arc C, extending 
to 00, such that for x E C 
lim 24(x) = lim m(7). 
I4 --+m ,+03 
The fact that m(r) is nonincreasing follows as in the proof of 
Theorem VI. No growth condition on u is needed, because V,(Y) happens 
to have a vertical asymptote. (Of course, now we cannot say that u* 
is small at the maximum of u - v.) Existence of the Jordan curve 
follows from [9]. 
D The choice depends on whether p”h(p) 1s increasing for some positive m, or 
decreasing for some negative m. 
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COROLLARY. Let u E c(l) in the whole space U%d let 
Au > - g(u*) (144 
where g(p) is increasing and continuozls for p > 0, and such that 
. 
I 
dP - = 02. 
g(P) 
0 
(l*bj 
Stippose further that the hypothesis of Theorem VIII holds. Then 21 is 
constant. 
In other words, we need the strong inequality 
AU > (u*)“‘@- l) h(zl*j 
only for Y 2 yo, and the much weaker condition (14) (which does not 
even make u subharmonic) for Y < yo. 
To get the corollary, recall that u satisfies the strong maximum prin- 
ciple, as stated in the introduction. 
When h(p) = p- l’tn- l) the resulting equation Au > u* has the entire 
solution cash Y. Thus the requirement that h be increasing cannot be 
replaced by the weaker requirement that fi”h(p) be increasing for some 
constant a. Nevertheless we shall see that the conclusion of Theorem 1711 
does hold if h(p) = p-d for 0 < 6 < l/(n 1 1). 
VIII. PHRAGMBN-LINDEL~F THEOREMS 
Theorem VIII reflects the fact that when Z)(Y) is unbounded the 
growth condition on u can be weakened correspondingly. This 
particular result is an extreme case, since u(r) has a vertical asymptote. 
At the other extreme are the Liouville theorems, which require 
that u be bounded. When u is allowed to approach infinity, but not 
too fast, the assertion that u is bounded or constant constitutes a 
Phragmen-Lindelbf theorem. In a sense, such theorems interpolate 
between theorems about entire solutions, on the one hand, and Liouville 
theorems on the other. 
We consider the equation Au > f a(u*)*, where a and b are constants 
with a > 0. The growth conditions are stated in terms of the maximum 
modulus, 
m(y) = sup 24 for 1x1 = 1. 
A family of solutions (~4) has members of arbitrarily slow growth if for every 
function V(Y) + 00 there is a u in the family for which m(y) + 00 but for 
which m(r) = o{tp(r)} as y--t co. In this case the family does not admit 
a PhragmCn-Lindelof theorem. 
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THEOREM IX. For n = 2 Let ti E C(l) in the whole plavce and suppose 
there is an F > 0 such that 
Au > - a(u*)* 
in the x-set where simultaneo~~sly 
0 < u* < E, at > I/&. 
(a) If b < 2 the family of entire solutions contains members of arbitrarily 
slow growth. 
(b) If b = 2 the covtdition 
lim [m(r) - LZ-l log log r] = - 00 as r-00 
implies that u is bouvded above. 
(c) If 6 > 2 the condition u = O(log Y) implies that u is bounded above. 
The conditions (b) and (c) are sharp. Discussion of this and the 
following results depends on the observation that 
Llv = a(v*)* 
has the solutions 
v = [Y{C - a(n - l)-llog~}]l-"dy, b = n/(vz - 1) (15) 
IO 
v= c r1 - n ear dr, b=l (16) 
‘0 
. 
v= 
I 
y1 - * (c + dP)‘l(l - *) dr, otherwise 
IO 
where Y,, is a positive constant, c an arbitrary constant, and 
a = n - b(n - l), d = a(1 - b)/cr. 
Study of these functions gives insight into the nonlinear problems with 
which we are concerned and in particular, explains the difference in 
behavior for s = 2 and n > 3. 
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To establish (a) define u by a polynomial when Y -< 1 and b!. 
14 = 
I 
[YH(Y) ]-ldr, HE C:“’ 
i 
where r-d< H(r) < r’ for some positive h < a, h < (,2 - h)(l ~- dj. It 
@H(r) is increasing and r-OH(r) decreasing the differential inequalit!. 
is readily verified. That we can make a& = 0 [y(r)], but u -+ W, follows 
by use of L functions [15] as in the familiar discussion of Bertrand’5 
series. One can construct a bounded nonconstant solution in the same wa>.. 
If we had m.(r) = O(log log .r) the result (b) would be contained in thy 
proof of Theorem I. To get the sharper form take 7’ as in (15), with u 
replaced bv --n. The reader can show that 
113 a-lloglogr - k, y ---+ rxj, 
where the constant k depends only on Y,, and c, not on Y. Thus, u - 7’ 
has a maximum for sufficiently large c, if u is unbounded. The conditions 
14 > l/e, U* < l/~ are easily ensured, so that the proof is complete. 
Discussion of (c) is similar, since a < 0 in (17). 
If m(v) = O(log r), the differential inequality for case (c) is needecl 
only when 
0 < as* < 8e- +, 21 > l/E. 
A similar improvement can be stated for case (bj. 
THEOREM ?i. Let M E Cl’) in the whole space nxd I& 
;Iar 3 a(u*)b, n > 2 
for y >, yl.3, say, where a and b are positive constalzts. 
(a) I,t h < 1, the colzditiolr 
16 = O(yC-b)/il-hj 
implies that u is bounded; 
(,b) If h = 1 the condition 
.t& = O(ear ~1 - nj 
implies that z4 is bounded; 
(cj 1j 1 < h < n/(~ - lj then the co,nclusion o,/ 7‘jzeorem \‘I11 holds. 
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The result (a) follows by comparing 26 with 6v in (17) for c = 0, d > 0. 
Since u > 6~ at the maximum of u - 6zj, it will be found that the dif- 
ferential inequality is needed not for all x but only for x at which 
0 < u* < &f2 - b’ for some & > 0. 
To discuss (b) we use (16). Comparing the integrand with 
yields 
v = ca-l ear 7l --n + c+(r) 
where 4(r) --f co. The proof is completed as elsewhere in this paper. 
Since u > v and zc* = v* at the maximum, the differential inequality is 
needed only in the set where 
0 -c U* < au. 
Proceeding to (c), we note that the integral (17) behaves like that in 
the case ?a >, 3 of Theorem I, so that no new idea is needed. 
When stated with maximum precision the growth conditions for 
b > n/(n - 1) are so sharp that they are affected even by an additive 
constant. For this reason change scale so that the equation holds for 
r > 1 rather than r > r,,, and we add a constant to make sup u = 0 
on 7= 1: 
THEOREM XI. Let u E C(*) for Y > 1, let sup u = 0 for r = 1, and let 
Au > a@*)*, 
for r > 1, where a and b are positive constants. With the abbreviations 
-* = n - b(n - 1) I’(* -” 
i 
b-l 
a(1 - b) 1 ’ 
BE--- 
b-2 
the following statements hold for r > 1: 
(a) If b > ,n/(n - 1) but b # 2 then u < AB(r’IB - 1) ; 
(b) If b = 2 then u < A log r. 
Neither bound can be improved. Since A --* O'as b + n/(n - l), the 
statement dovetails into Theorem X. To establish (a) when b < 2 observe 
that (17) gives uniformly 
v+ AB(rlle - 1) as ICI - 0, (18) 
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provided 1 = r,, < Y < rl for fixed r. If the conclusion is violated it 
follows that u > ‘u at some point with Y > 1, provided Ic/ is small enough. 
On the other hand when c--f 0 - it is found that z)(r) has a vertical 
asymptote, at Y = Y, --, 00. The proof is completed as before. An entirel! 
similar discussion takes care of (b). 
The case (a) with b > 2 is more troublesome, because 11(r) no longer has 
a vertical asymptote. However, z”(r) does, and this can be made to serve 
the same purpose. As ICI -+ 0 we have (18) so that, if the conclusion is 
violated, then u > zl at some point ri > 1 provided ,cl is sufficienth 
small. \Ve choose c negative and define 
Y‘ = (- C/d)l!,X. 
Thus, V(Y) exists for 1 < Y < r,, but v’(rJ = CG. Let icl be so small that 
Y, > rr, and also so small that u > z, at vi. If ZI(Y,) > ,m(r,) the situation 
is like that discussed previously. If z(Y,) < m(r,), subtract a constant 
from u so that u(Y,) = m(r,). Then m(l) < c(1) for the new 24; but near 
Y, - we ha\,e m(r) > u(r), because zl’(r,) = CO whereas U* is bounded 
on 1 6 Y < Y,. Thus, u - o has an interior maximum, and the proof is 
completed as usual. 
IX. ASYMPTOTIC BEH.IVIOR 
In many cases m(v) has a regular behavior, even when unbounded. 
The following result involves both u and u* (cf. [14]): 
THEOREM XII. Let u E C(O) itz the whole space and let 
Au > au* 1 + 2zL 
log (u/b) 
in the x-set zslhere 0 < u* -=c au, u > zdo for a, h and u. positive cowstunts. 
If u < b&‘, then 
lime-arm(~) = 1 
r-+00 
exists, and is positive unless u is bounded abozle. 
If 11 = bL’ and u/v = t, u*/u* = t we have 
z?Au - UAV > atvv*(n - 1) [l/log (u/b) - l/log (v/b)]. 
Since this is > 0 for t < 1, Theorem VI of [8] shows that u/v satisfies 
the weak maximum principle. Hence, I exists [9]. 
The second part of the assertion is a Phragmen-Lipdelof theorem, 
related to Theorem Xb. To prove it, take 1 = 0, as we may without 
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loss of generality. If u is unbounded then zt - cv has a maximum at x,, 
with Y, + bo as c + 0. At the maximum u* = cv*, and hence 
i 
12 - 1 ____. A2~ G cAz’ =u*” J+ iog (u/b) + log (v/u) I 
Since v/u + 00, a contradiction is obtained as c --f O+. 
The foregoing result shows that the inequalities 
Au>au* u = O(eO”) 
imply that u is bounded, provided A is bounded. It seems difficult to 
decide whether the latter condition is essential. However, if A(u) =O(Zogu), 
,4’(u) is decreasing to 0, and 
an unbounded solution u = O(e”) can actually be found. 
Theorems VI and VII of [8] can be used to prove a variety of results 
like Theorem XII. For example, if for Y > Y,, 
Au > a(u*)2/u, a>0 
the choice z’ = rb, b = (n - 2)/(a - l), yields 
VAU - ,UAZJ 2 UUZJ [(u*/u)~ - (v*/g2j. 
Since this is > 0 when U*/U = P/v and u 3 0, we have either 
lim r-b m(r) = I < v3 as Y’ m, 
or ultimately m(r) < 0. However, the asymptotic behavior of m(r) can 
often be obtained without direct analysis of U/D: 
REMARK. Let u(x) alad z)(r) > 0 be colztinuous for barge Y, and let 
lim sup m(r)/v(r) = 1 
“4CO 
where 1 < co. If there is an E > 0 such that u - IX satisfies the maximum 
principle for 1 - 8 < c < I, or for c > 11~ if 1 = m, then 
lim inf m(r)/V(Y) = I. 
r-m 
In fact, m(r) - czr(r) is monotonic by [9j. Since the expression is > 0 
for certain arbitrarily large r, it must be > 0 for all large r; and thf: 
result follows on letting c -+ I -. In those of the foregoing theorems which 
were proved by showing that 24 - cv satisfies the maximum principle, 
the remark leads at once to a theorem on the asymptotic behavior of m(r). 
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